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Out of the inhospitable Amazon rainforest a man stumbles into a missionary village. Soon the CIA operative and former Special Forces
soldier, his eyes wide with terror, is dead. The photograph of Agent Clark's corpse in the Brazilian morgue shows two intact upper limbs, yet
Agent Clark had only one arm, the other lost to a sniper's bullet. Nathan Rand's father led a scientific mission into the rainforest and never
returned - the same expedition that took Clark into the jungle. Now Nate is to follow the elder Rand's trail, along with a team of scientists and
experienced US Rangers. For somewhere in the dark, impenetrable depths of Earth's most dangerous region lie mysteries that must be
solved...whatever the cost. As Nate Rand and his party push on into the jungle, they are haunted by a truth: that they are not alone. But each
step brings the team closer to an ancient, unspoken terror that even the native people dread. As madness, fear and horrific death descend
upon the second cursed expedition, those still living must confront a power beyond human imagining - one that can for ever alter the world
beyond the dark, lethal confines of the Amazon rainforest for better...and for worse.
Larry goes to rescue his friends when they are moved to the Smithsonian, but he and some old and new friends must battle an Egyptian
pharaoh and his army of villains for control of the tablet that brings museum exhibits to life.
Your hell and my hell, whose hell is deeper? It was you who pushed me to hell... Minato Kanae: To me, sunset is a symbol of rebirth.
Nominated for the Naoki Award, the highest honor in Japanese literary circles! Exclusive special collection: self preface in traditional Chinese
version + author interview! Hasebeka couldn't forget the snowy winter night. She was still in kindergarten, but was once again locked on the
balcony by her strict mother. In the biting cold wind, a thin white hand stretched out from the other end of the balcony partition. None of them
said anything, just pointing...
Features pairings by twenty-three best-selling suspense writers, including John Sandford, F. Paul Wilson, and R. L. Stine, who in short highaction stories pit their most popular characters against one another.

In The Essential Guide to Mummy Literature, Brian J. Frost provides the first in-depth survey and bibliography of works of
fiction featuring mummies.
Decorated former Ranger Jacob Stearne must discover why secret cabals are willing to kill for an ancient artifact in the
newest addition to Seeley James’s sensational Sabel Security series. Jacob and his fiancé Jenny, plan their future
during their adventure deep in the Yucatán to repatriate a Mayan artifact. Together they hope to leave the past behind
them and start anew. They arrive at the remote excavation site only to have one expert declare their stone age carving a
fake and another call it the destroyer of civilizations. While the power of myth is debatable, Jacob and Jenny’s good
intentions quickly turn dangerous when a murderous executioner comes in search of their relic. Three warring secret
societies draw Jacob ever deeper into their competing beliefs forcing him to choose sides. Then a series of events leave
him mystified: a hostage who doesn’t want to be rescued; freedom fighters who sabotage his efforts; and a professor
who reveals far too little of the ancient lore. Everyone wants his help, but no one will tell him why. Sifting through
unreliable alliances, Jacob must determine whose cause is just and whose is a myth. As Jacob peels back layers of
sinister sects, he uncovers plots against the world’s largest economies. With tight security by the finest police, he leaves
it to the experts. But his deep concerns lead to a revelation. How can he explain a threat posed an archaic legend without
sounding insane? Jacob will need to marshal his extraordinary Ranger skills, and to enlist help from both friends and
enemies alike, to root out a diabolically evil plan … before the few remaining democracies lose their freedoms. The latest
installment in Seeley James’s highly acclaimed Sabel Security series, this international adventure races from Mayan
temples to Chicago mansions to a nail-biting ice climb on the tallest mountain in Germany. But be warned: it’ll keep you
up all night. READ THE NEXT BLOCKBUSTER BEFORE SOMEONE ELSE DOES. Click now to oder! REVIEWS: I fell
in love with the characters and can’t get enough of them … I felt every ounce of rage and desperation. -- CarolAnn
Review It wasn't only the story that kept me riveted. It was characters that I loved or detested with a passion.
--DreamBeast, Vine Voice Jacob and his sidekick god, Mercury are two of the best characters ever created — Secret
World Book Club Action packed and impossible to put down. International politics and greed. --Jerry, Kobo I find Sabel
Security adventures like finding James Rollins’ Sigma Force, Preston & Child’s Agent Pendergast, JD Robb’s Eve
Dallas, Lee Child’s Jack Reacher, Steve Berry’s Cotton Malone, and David Baldacci’s myriad stories rolled into one. –
Highly Recommended Books I loved the character of Pia Sabel – there’s a girl Charlie Fox would team up with any day!
-- Zoe Sharp, author of the Charlie Fox novels A fine thriller with intriguing locations, intricate plot twists and a complex
heroine. – Kirkus Reviews
Fans of James Rollins, Dan Brown, Michael Crichton, Steve Berry, David Baldacci, and Raymond Khoury, listen up:
James Barney is among us! A remarkable new master bursts upon the scene with The Genesis Key—a gripping debut
thriller that combines a breathtaking Da Vinci Code-like historical/religious conspiracy with the science-gone-mad terror of
Jurassic Park. A brilliant biologist finds herself at the center of a heart-racing international race to unlock the secret to life
itself in James Barney’s electrifying, page-turning hunt for The Genesis Key.
Five people set off, and only four people came back... Oscar-winning Best Actress Reese Weispen's favorite author,
Australia's most watched thriller novel Tian Hou Zhen. (Harper Jane) Harper follows the latest suspenseful masterpiece
of Drought. The search and rescue work at Gileland Ridge will continue tomorrow morning to find the missing 45-year-old
Melbourne hiker Alice Russell... Federal Police Foucault turned down the TV sound, and then dialed the voice mail of his
mobile phone. The message was from Alice at 4:26 in the morning. Called from Russell's cell phone.
""Novel & Short Story Writer's Market" is a must for every writer. Created exclusively for fiction writers, it provides every
fiction market, plus agents, articles, contests and organizations."--Barbara Kuroff, editor.
Vols. 8-10 of the 1965-1984 master cumulation constitute a title index.
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Painter Crowe, Commander Gray Pierce, and the other members of Sigma Force enter into an uneasy alliance with an
old enemy to unravel a baffling scientific mystery, the origins of life, the secret of which is locked within cryptic runes that
could hold the key to the very future of all humankind. Reprint.
Successfully navigate the rich world of travel narratives and identify fiction and nonfiction read-alikes with this detailed and expertly
constructed guide.
This volume couldn't be better, this is a guide that should be on your desk. -- Writer's Carousel
Hoping to escape the political spotlight, Bobby Hart, senator from California, declined a presidential run. But while in Germany, the
idealistic young politician discovers terrifying evidence of a conspiracy to destroy democracy in America—an unthinkable plot
codenamed Rubicon. Someone important is going to die, though Hart doesn't know who, or why, or when. Only two things are
clear: it will happen some time before the upcoming election—and once it does, like Caesar's army crossing the fabled river on their
relentless march toward Rome, there will be no turning back. Caught in a desperate race against death and time, Bobby Hart must
now expose an insidious nightmare that threatens every man, woman, and child in America. Because Rubicon is not about
stealing a presidential election—it is about stealing a country.
Explore the wildly inventive, thrill-ride adventure set deep in the mysterious jungles of South America from New York Times
bestselling author James Rollins Excavation While on an expedition to Peru, archaeologist Dr. Henry Conklin makes several
startling discoveries. High amid the snowcapped Andes a mysterious mummy is found hidden in a cave. And deep in the
sweltering jungle below, the remains of an ancient Incan city are unearthed. Nestled between two soaring peaks, this mysterious
ancient territory called the Cloud Ruins has remained undisturbed for centuries, protected by ingenious traps that only the most
clever and courageous dare to maneuver. But where the perilous journey inward ends—in the cold, shrouded heart of a
breathtaking necropolis—something else is waiting for Conklin, his nephew Sam, and their exploratory party. A thing created by
man, yet not human. Something powerful . . . something astonishing . . . something terrifying. And now their amazing adventure of
discovery has been transformed into the ultimate challenge: survival.
ExcavationA NovelHarper Collins
Using wide-ranging examples and compelling images to support his often controversial theses, including the assertion that the past is a
"renewable resource," Cornelius Holtorf merges archaeological and cultural theory to take readers on an erudite tour of these intersections.
Deliberately blurring the borders between past people and present meanings, this ambitious project seeks no less than the redefinition of the
term "archaeology." Equal parts amusing, infuriating, provocative and thought-provoking, this work will interest students and teachers in
archaeology, anthropology, cultural studies and human geography, as well as professionals in heritage management and museums.
The mysterious reappearance of the body of a missing CIA agent lost in Brazil four years earlier sparks a mission into the Amazon by a team
of American scientists and military people.
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